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GROUPS  IN  WHICH  EVERY  MAXIMAL PARTIAL
ORDER IS  EXHAUSTIVE1

GARY J.  SHERMAN

Abstract. Let G be a group. A partial order P on G is exhaustive

if each nongeneralized periodic element of G is either positive or

negative with respect to P. The class of groups on which every

maximal partial order is exhaustive is characterized and shown to be

closed under homomorphisms. An example is given to show that

the class of groups on which every maximal right partial order is

exhaustive is not closed under direct products.

The normal subsemigroup generated by an element x of the group G is

denoted by S(x). An element x is said to be generalized periodic (g.p.) if

e e S(x) and nongeneralized periodic (n.g.p.) otherwise. A partial order

on G is exhaustive if each n.g.p. element is either positive or negative.

The group G is said to be an £*-group if each partial order on G can be

extended to an exhaustive partial order.

If every element of G is n.g.p., then G is an £*-group if and only if it

is an (9*-group (i.e. a group in which each partial can be extended to a

full order). Ohnishi [5] has shown that a group G is an (9*-group if, and

only if, it satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) Every nontrivial element is g.p.

(ii) For all x, y and z in G, if x e S(z) and y e S(z) then S(x) C\S(y)j¿ 0.

Hollister [4] has studied the class of groups satisfying (ii). We charac-

terize the class of F*-groups with the following generalization of (ii).

(iii) For each n.g.p. element z, if x, y e S(z), then S(x) r\S(y)j¿ 0.

Theorem 1. A group G is cm E*-group if, and only if, it satisfies con-

dition (iii).
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Proof. Assume that G satisfies condition (iii) and let P be a maximal

partial order on G. If z is n.g.p. and z^PUP-1 then S(z)r\P¿¿0. For if

S(z)r\P—0, then P- S(z~v) is a partial order on G. Due to the maxi-

mality ofP, we obtain the contradiction z_1 eP. Similarly, S(z)C\P~1j^0.

Then S(x)^S(z)C\P and S(y)^S(z)nP~1 for some x, y e G and so

0 9éS(x)nS(y)^Pr\P-1. Therefore POP"1 ^e, a contradiction.

Conversely, let G be an £*-group and suppose x, y e S(z) where z is

n.g.p. If S(x)C\S(y)=0, then S'(x) • S'(y-X) is a partial order that can be

extended to an exhaustive partial order P. Then x, _y_1 e P and so z, z-1 g P,

a contradiction.

It is a corollary of the preceding theorem that an abelian group is an

P*-group. Thus an abelian group is an 0*-group if, and only if, it is

torsion-free (Simbireva [6]). Since there exist torsion-free abelian groups

with nontrivial homomorphic images which are not torsion-free it follows

that a homomorphic image of an 0*-group is not necessarily an O*-

group.

Theorem 2.   A homomorphic image of an E*-group is an E*-group.

Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of the £*-group G. Let xN, yN

and zN be n.g.p. elements of G/N and assume xN, yN e S(zN). Since

S(zN)=S(z) ■ N there exist n, m e N such that xn, ym e S(z). It is easy

to verify that xn, ym and z are n.g.p. elements of G. Theorem 1 implies

that S(xn)r\S(ym)^ 0. Hence there exists wx,---, wk, vx, • ■ ■ , v„ e G

for which nki=i(xn)v"=Yl1==x(ym)Vi. It follows that (flLi xWi)«1=
(Tü-i yvi)™i where «i. mxEN. Thus (nti xWi)N=(\~Y¡=x yv')N and

since both xN and yN are n.g.p. we have that S(xN)r^S(yN)9é 0 ■

Corollary 3.    A homomorphic image of an 0*-group is an E*-group.

Theorem 4. Let N denote the set of generalized periodic elements of

the group G. If N forms a subgroup, then G is an E*-group if, and only if,

G/N is an O*-group.

Proof. Let G be an £'*-group. Theorem 2 implies that G/N is an E*-

group. Since every element of G/N is n.g.p., it must be an 0*-group.

If P is a partial order on G, then NP/N is a partial order on G/N. By

assumption, there exists a full order (NP/N)* on G/N which is an extension

of NP/N. The lexicographic extension of e by (NP/N)* is an exhaustive

partial order on G extending P.

Corollary 5.    A locally nilpotent group is an E*-group.

Proof. In this case TV is a subgroup and G/N is torsion free and locally

nilpotent and hence an 0*-group.
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Statements analogous to Theorem 4 are valid for three classes of groups

containing the £*-groups. A group which admits an exhaustive partial

order is called an F-group. A torsion-free F-group is an O-group (i.e., a

group which admits a full order).

Theorem 6. Let N denote the set of generalized periodic elements of the

group G. If Nforms a subgroup, then G is an E-group if, and only if, GjN is

an O-group.

A right partial order on G is exhaustive if every element of infinite order

in G is positive or negative. A group which admits an exhaustive right

partial order is an £r-group while a group in which every right partial

order can be extended to an exhaustive right partial order is an £*-group.

The definitions of Or-groups and 0*-groups are obvious.

Theorem 7. Let F denote the set of periodic elements of the group G.

If F is a subgroup, then G is an E*-group (Er-group) if, and only if, GjF is

an 0*-group (Or-group).

The proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 essentially amount to observing that

NP/N (££/£) is a full order (right full order) if P is an exhaustive partial

order (exhaustive right partial order), and conversely.

Fuchs [3] has shown that the direct product of two 0*-groups is again

an 0*-group. Hollister [4] extended this result to the class of groups

satisfying condition (ii). It is not known whether the direct product of two

£*-groups is an £*-group. We provide an example to show that the direct

product of two £*-groups is not, in general, an £*-group.

The free product of the cyclic group of order two with itself is denoted

by Z2 * Z2. This group has the presentation: (a, b:a2=e and b2=e). The

elements of infinite order together with the identity, denoted by Ie, form

an infinite cyclic group generated by ab.

Fact 1.   Z2 * Z2 is an £*-group.

Proof. Let £ be a maximal right partial order on Z2 * Z2. Since

£c /e, £ is a maximal partial order on the cyclic group Ie. Thus, £ is a full

order on /„. It follows that £ is an exhaustive right partial order on

z2 * z.2.

There are two full orders on /,. Let £ be the one for which ab is positive.

Fact 2.    (Z2 * Z2) x (Z2 * Z2) is not an £*-group.

Proof. The lexicographic product L of £ with itself is a right partial

order on (Z2 *Z2)x(Z2 * Z2). Suppose Q is an exhaustive right partial

order which is an extension of L. Since (a, ba) has infinite order we must

have (a, ba) e Q or (a, ab) e Q. From the definition of L it follows that

(ab, a) e L. If (a, ba) e Q, then (a, ba)(ab, a) = (b, b) e Q, a contradiction
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since (b, b) is periodic. Similarly, if (a, ab) e Q we arrive at a contra-

diction. Thus L can not be extended to an exhaustive right partial order.

It is easily verified that Z2 * Z2 is a solvable group. A solvable series for

Z2 * Z2 is: Z2 * Z2^/,=2e. Since the direct product of two solvable groups

is a solvable group, it follows from the previous fact that a solvable group

is not necessarily and £*-group. It is not known whether a nilpotent group

must be an £*-group. To solve this problem, it suffices to determine

whether a torsion-free nilpotent group must be an 0*-group. Ault [1]

has shown that a torsion-free nilpotent group of class 2 is an 0*-group.

The problem is open for nilpotent groups of higher class.
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